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About This Game
PLAYERUNKNOWN'S BATTLEGROUNDS is a battle royale shooter that pits 100 players against each other in a struggle
for survival. Gather supplies and outwit your opponents to become the last person standing.
PLAYERUNKNOWN, aka Brendan Greene, is a pioneer of the battle royale genre and the creator of the battle royale game
modes in the ARMA series and H1Z1: King of the Kill. At PUBG Corp., Greene is working with a veteran team of developers
to make PUBG into the world's premiere battle royale experience.
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Title: PLAYERUNKNOWN'S BATTLEGROUNDS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
PUBG Corporation
Publisher:
PUBG Corporation
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD Radeon R7 370 2GB
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 30 GB available space

English,Korean,Simplified Chinese,French,German,Arabic,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Thai,Italian,Traditional
Chinese,Ukrainian
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Good game, would be a great concept for a full game, worth the play through, there is even a secret in reference to a real world
mystery irl. Boring... Kinda storyless... Simple though... It was cheap though... You have to really love top down I guess.... pros
+ good looking and detailed graphics
+ puzzles are enjoyable. you can also collect ingridients and make potions
+ creepy atmosphere. i like Louisiana setting
+ voodoo story is intriguing
+ hidden object elements are fun.
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save
cons
- game could have been longer.
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.
- abrupt cliffhanger ending is rushed and clearly designed to set up a sequel.. You will never go back to any fps game again after
playing this masterpiece! This game has unique assets, best gaming experience, realism and you feel like you're really shooting a
gun, graphics look really ahead of it's time.... Doesn't run on Win10, even with that patch(es), admin starts, work-arounds, etc..
Love the HMS VICTORY. 7 and 8, both are 1000 miles above that f2p abomination called 9. But then everyone knows that
now. What esle can be said aside from go read all the positive reviews, (negative ones are baldergash) and then imagine it's
written here....you got my view. Had no tech issues and loads of fun.. So the Devil quit his job as Lord Of All Evil to build an
apartment building for monsters, and as its landlord you have to manage the tenants and get them to defend the building against
overeager heroes. If that premise sounds Japanese as ♥♥♥♥ to you, then you're right on the money because the monsters are
adorable, the heroes are Dragon Questy, and there are erotic cakes. And under all the weirdness and design quirks, there's a
pretty good game.
Unholy Heights is a mash-up of management sim and tower defense that's way, way heavier on the management part. You start
with four apartments that monsters can apply to live in, and you have full control over the rent and furnishings. That means you
can fill it with all sorts of beds, appliances, plants, PCs, board games, exercise gear, and other junk. Your tenants will often
request specific things like a desk to study on or smutty wallpaper to stare at, but you can (and should) also furnish empty
apartments a specific way to attract certain monsters. From the outset only a handful will want to take a room in your building,
but with a little work you can catch the eye of powerful demons, elementals, beasts, and elder beings.
Apartments start as single residences, but your tenants can meet and bring home a spouse, and have a child. You can also add
second and third floors after completing certain quests, ultimately giving you 12 apartments of up to 3 monsters each. Monsters
have jobs that they'll leave part of the day for (unless they work from home), hobbies they'll indulge, and all sorts of weird
statuses throughout like "staring at the wall" and "having a wet dream". They can get sick, they can be evicted, they can lose
their jobs and not make rent, and on and on and on. The depth of the sim component honestly approaches something like
Tropico with how fleshed-out each resident is.
All of this contributes to the tower defense portion as well, but not always in good ways. Heroes will come to your building in an
effort to get to the Devil's office on the roof and steal your money. This can happen randomly, but usually it's triggered by
taking a quest. Quests have all sorts of justifications and reward you with money, new monsters, new furnishings, or the ability
to expand the building, but they all play out roughly the same. Heroes appear from the right side of the screen and wind their
way up towards the Devil's office. You can knock on the doors of your residents to get them out and fighting the good guys.
Monsters can be melee, ranged, or magical, with different resistances and speeds to track. They also get bonuses from being
content, favorable weather, and so on.
It's a smart and entertaining combination that's only held back by a few gripes. If the heroes reach your office, they steal a
bunch of your money and you fail the quest. Quests can be several waves long, so failing on the boss can be pretty discouraging.
Losing monsters in battle can be a pretty stiff setback, since you generally don't have time to replace them between waves. You
also don't really know what you're getting into until you see the heroes in action, so it's really easy to screw yourself by
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unknowingly taking a quest you can't win yet.
The absolute worst, though, is getting attacked while your monsters are out. Remember how I said they have jobs and hobbies?
Well, when they're out, they're out. And once you start a quest, you don't get to pick when the waves come. So if your key melee
tank is waiting tables when the heroes show up, you're screwed. I had one building where every single monster worked the night
shift, which made quests almost impossible to complete. I've learned to work around it, and now I have a group with several
housewives and home-workers, but it's a big issue you have to look out for.
All that said, I've having a lot of fun with my kooky monsters. I don't even care for tower defense games that much, but the
management side is engrossing and the combat doesn't get too in the way of my enjoyment. The learning curve is a little steeper
than it should be thanks to some questionable design, but once you get past that it's an adorable little package.
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This is a very promising game that is VERY unfinished as of now (2\/2\/16). I searched the dev's website for updates but didn't
see any from the past couple of months, so I'm kind of thinking this game is abandoned. If they continue to update this game, it
really could be great.. +it work
+i get steam api error but after close steam open again work
-wait for sale never happen so f i buy full price. Not a terribly difficult game on Normal mode at least, but it is a SHMUP that
caters to those familiar with Irem's works in the late 80s and early 90's. Not too expensive, and worth the purchase for those that
would like a hidden gem packaged in a similar light as Irem SHMUPs. The best way I can describe it is R-Type charging
mechanic meets vertical screen format.. Ever wanted to play a stripped-down version of Kingdom Rush with worse gameplay,
fewer levels, generic graphics, and annoyingly repetitive sounds and music? Me neither.. Due to the low level quest
requirements, and how you don't get to here till later in the game, I tried to get here for wayyy to long with no avail. Still good
though.. What the title says, pretty much. It's a great little game if you're looking for a bunch of solid, not too difficult puzzles.
The story and characters are kinda cute and funny at times, but fairly simple, so I wouldn't recommend getting it just for that.
Definitely not comparable with other Wadjet Eye games in that regard. This one's just more puzzle-heavy.
Although a lot of the voice actors are 'the regulars', meaning good job on that part too.
Music is a matter of taste and preferences of course (I like it), but I'd say it's definitely fitting.. I don't really know what this
game is about. I feel like the message underneath the game is a serious one, and certainly existential at that, but it's honestly lost
on me. I want to like it for being different and interesting, but I'm having a hard time doing just that in the face of obscurity.
At the end of the day...I like it? I guess?. Fat Man smacks other fat man very good.
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